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When George F. McEwen, a young physicist, came
to La Jolla in 1912 as a full-time employee of William E.
Ritter’s laboratory of the Marine Biological Association
of San Diego as its first physical oceanographer, he was
told by his mentors at the University of Illinois that no
such profession existed (Mills, 1990; Figure 1). There
was a grain of truth in this assertion, for even the word
“oceanography” did not have a clear professional definition then or for several decades to come. Indeed,
Ritter’s laboratory in La Jolla, under the wing of the
University of California, came to be called the Scripps
Institution for Biological Research beginning in 1912,
and it was only in 1924, under a new director, Thomas
Wayland Vaughan, that the laboratory was named the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography. Oceanography as
a professional specialization hardly existed even in
1930, when the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
the first sister institution to Scripps, was founded
under the direction of Henry Bigelow on the East Coast
of the United States. A strong case can be made that it
was World War II that solidified a set of disparate
approaches to the ocean into a profession and a suite of
professional practices that recognizably characterize
oceanography in a modern sense.

The Ancients and the Oceans
Interest in the oceans and in the properties of water
are age old. Herodotus wrote that the Ionians, the predecessors of the Hellenic Greeks, living in cities along the
coast of Asia Minor, had a strong interest in water and
hydraulics—and for the most practical of reasons, the
state of drought characteristic of the whole
Mediterranean basin. As traders in the Black Sea, the
Milesians had good practical need for knowledge of
winds and currents. When Greek civilization spread
west, partly through trade, partly due to the pressure of
the Persian Empire from the east, the Mediterranean
became well known, and so too, to certain groups of
traders and adventurers, did the Atlantic. Homeric legend has it that the known world, what the early Greeks
called oikumené, was surrounded by Okeanus, the world
ocean. Written records exist of at least one voyage into
the Atlantic by the fourth century BC, that of Pytheas of
Massilia (modern Marseille), certainly as far north as
the British Isles and Ireland and possibly as far as
Norway or Iceland (Casson, 1991; Whitaker, 1981). This

was not exceptional, as shown by the recent discovery
of a Phoenician shrine to Hercules dating from the
eighth century BC on the rock of Gibraltar, located
where voyagers into the Atlantic could see it as they left
the Mediterranean on trading voyages up the Atlantic
coast. The only existing map from antiquity, dating from
the first century BC, shows the geography of Spain,
including much of its coast. Untutored traders and
sailors undoubtedly knew more about the oceans than
the geographers whose words and ideas have come
down from ancient times mainly in the works of Plato,
Aristotle, and the great mathematicians and geographers such as Eratosthenes (ca. 275–194 BC—see Harley
and Woodward, 1987, for a review of his estimate of the
size of the earth) and Claudius Ptolemy (ca. 90–168 AD).
Ptolemy is a case in point, for in his Geographia, dating from some time after 147 AD, there is a lengthy list
of places in the expanding known world, located for
the first time in a system of geographical coordinates,
and a detailed consideration of how locations on a
sphere (Earth) could be represented on a plane surface
(i.e. the problem of map projections—Berggren and
Jones, 2001). Most important for the future of ocean
exploration, he gave detailed instructions for the construction of maps taking in all of the known world—
and a good deal of the unknown as well.

Ocean Exploration in the Middle Ages
and Beyond
Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographia, which distilled the
geographical knowledge of the ancient world, lay fallow for centuries, emerging in the Renaissance from
Greek-Byzantine manuscripts that were soon exploited
for their potential—to depict the world (including its
oceans) graphically. German mapmakers in the early
fifteenth century produced the first world map based
on the authority of the ancients; other versions based
upon Ptolemy’s text soon followed (Whitfield, 1994). It
mattered not that geographical knowledge in the fifteenth century was more extensive than Ptolemy’s from
thirteen centuries earlier: the maps were beautiful and
they stimulated the imagination of traders and adventurers to explore the sea routes that could lead to the
riches of the East—an imperative made all the more
pressing by the difficulty of trading by land to the east
once Constantinople fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453.
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Figure 1. George F. McEwen (right) and Eric G. Moberg
on a research cruise in 1925.

Portuguese voyages of trade and exploration, soon
stimulated by the expanding slave trade from West
Africa, opened the African coast to the Western imagination beginning about 1415, culminating in Vasco Da
Gama’s journey into the Indian Ocean from the southwest in 1497 and his arrival in India in May 1498. Only
a generation later, 1519–1522, some of Ferdinand
Magellan’s crew completed the first circumnavigation
of the globe, physically circumscribing both it and the
oceans1 for the first time. From that time onward, both
Earth and its oceans took on a recognizably modern
form, in which the devil lay in the details rather than in
the broad unknowns that faced ancient, medieval, and
Renaissance geographers. From that time, and increasingly in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the
oceans came to play more than a supporting role in the
expansion of geographical knowledge. In 1997,
Margaret Deacon, a preeminent historian of oceanography, claimed that an expanded knowledge of the
oceans required instruments for sampling, and most
important, the desire to know more supported by
financial resources (Deacon, 1997).2 From the eighteenth century onward, the oceans did indeed come to

Figure 2. British HMS Challenger and its 1872–1876
route.

be plumbed at moderate depths using, especially,
increasingly sophisticated thermometers and sounding
devices (McConnell, 1982), but usually in the service of
trade or the military rather than from the point of view
of pure science.
The prospect of telegraph networks after the 1840s
put a premium on the measurement of depths and
knowledge of ocean sediments. The details of ocean
currents and what caused them (the wind was the first
suspect) occupied a few scientists until the end of the
nineteenth century, but not in any systematic way, and
quite independently of physics and any taint of mathematics.3 The fusion of mathematics with the study of
ocean currents, called “dynamical oceanography” by
its proponents, arose not in the more mainline scientific countries such as Britain and Germany, but out of
Scandinavian concern with climatic fluctuations and
their effects on fisheries and agriculture.4

The role of the Portuguese Prince Henry “the Navigator” (1394–1460) as a great scholar of marine navigation is a myth (see Russell, 1984; Russell,
2000). The Indian Ocean, including its seasonally reversing winds and currents, had been known to Arab and Indian navigators for centuries (see
Aleem, 1967; Warren, 1987; Peterson et al., 1996).
2
See especially the introduction to her 1997 book, Scientists and the Sea 1650–1900: A Study of Marine Science.
3
This area—the history of physical oceanography—is largely untouched by historians; however, see Burstyn (1971) and, more broadly, Mills (1999).
4
For a review of treatment from a meteorological point of view, see Friedman (1989).
1
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California coast. In late nineteenth century Germany,
A stereotypical and myopic view of the origin of
scientific study of the oceans, Oceanographie or later
oceanography is that it all came together—and began—
Ozeanographie, was a branch of physical geography and
with the round-the-world voyage of the British corvette
concerned itself with the extent, depth and properties
HMS Challenger from 1872–1876 (Figure 2). Challenger’s
of the world’s oceans and seas. The greatest authority
voyage was the outcome of several decades of interest
was Otto Krümmel (1854–1912) who published three
in the diversity of life by biologists, notably the possivolumes of the Handbuch der Ozeanographie between
bility that the great question of how species originated
1887 and 1911 (von Boguslawski and Krümmel, 1897;
and diversified (solved by mid-nineteenth century by
Krümmel, 1907; Krümmel, 1911). These are notable for
Charles Darwin) could be answered by dredging deeptheir descriptive approach to the oceans, and increaser and deeper. The deep sea was envisioned as a
ingly for the introduction of mathematrefugium of the primitive species that
ical physics to geographers. They concould have given rise to the more comtain no biology whatsoever. It was from
plex ones found in shallow water and on
If there was a single
this geographical approach to the
land.5 The great voyage of Challenger
could hardly have happened, however,
oceans that the word oceanography
thread throughout the
without the involvement of the British
was introduced to English-speaking sciocean sciences early in
entists by the Glasgow-based German
physiologist W.B. Carpenter, who was
chemist William (Wilhelm) Dittmar,
involved in a bitterly fought dispute
Ritter’s career, it was the
over the driving forces of ocean circulathread of geography, and who had studied the composition of the
Challenger seawater samples. In a
tion, espousing density over the sole
the dominant accent,
review, Dittmar (1883) introduced the
action of the wind (Deacon, 1993).
Investigations during the Challenger
despite the example set by word; in an encyclopedia article three
years later, he used the word oceanogvoyage did not solve the problem—
Challenger, was German. rapher (Dittmar, 1886).
which was in other, mathematically oriented hands in Scandinavia—but they
The restriction of “oceanography”
did provide a rallying point for many
to the physical sciences extended well
kinds of marine scientists in the early twentieth century.
beyond the origins of Scripps Institution of
In 1903, when William E. Ritter’s laboratory
Oceanography. W.A. Herdman (1858–1924) of the
opened in the boathouse of the Hotel del Coronado in
University of Liverpool, who in 1919 founded and
San Diego, Ritter was well aware of the prevailing curoccupied the first chair of oceanography in the Englishrents of opinion in European marine science. He
speaking world, described oceanography as “the study
became even more aware of them after the visit of his
of the sea in all aspects—physical, chemical and bioBerkeley colleague Charles A. Kofoid to Europe in
logical” (Herdman, 1923). His successor, however,
1908/1909 resulted in a synoptic survey of the many
James Johnstone (1870–1932) was more restrictive.
biological stations on that continent and their work
Despite his background as a zoologist and fisheries
(Kofoid, 1910). What he did not have was a single
biologist, Johnstone (1923) dealt with oceanography as
name for the study of the oceans, for reasons that my
physical geography in his text An Introduction to
brief survey suggests: the variety of approaches that
Oceanography. In 1926, he wrote of “the physical geoghad been taken throughout time to the oceans and the
raphy of the ocean—that is, the modern science of
lack of a single approach to study of the sea.
oceanography” (Johnstone, 1926). Examples like these
show that there were no tight disciplinary boundaries
surrounding “oceanography” and that etymologically
Ocean Science Becomes “Oceanography”
and culturally, it owed much to the past. Thus the sciIf there was a single thread throughout the ocean
entific world of the early Scripps Institution was a transciences early in Ritter’s career, it was the thread of
sitional one, in which the various branches of marine
geography, and the dominant accent, despite the examscience had not come into stable relationships with each
ple set by Challenger, was German. Just as the approach
other, as indeed they would not for another forty years.6
of the ancients and Alexandrian astronomers, medieval
To Ritter in 1903, the imperative need of marine
travelers, and Renaissance scholars of Earth had been
biology was to understand the organism in its relations
geographical, so too was the expanding field of ocean
with other organisms and in relation to its environscience in the mid- and late nineteenth century. This is
ment. With a broad-mindedness unusual for a biologist
evident especially in the most abundant literature of
at the time he looked to the physical sciences and
the field, which was German in origin. The word
mathematics for enlightenment. He came to believe
oceanography comes from German origins and was soon
that biologists could benefit by patterning their activiapplied in a new way at about the time that Ritter was
ties on astronomical observatories, in which teams of
beginning to plan a marine biological station for the
For an extended discussion, see Mills (1983).
For more detail, see Mills (1995).
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researchers contributed to a common goal.7 The physicist George McEwen’s appointment was the first step
in this direction. This interdisciplinary approach was,
in a way certainly not foreseen by Ritter at the time, a
step toward Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and a
distinct and important break with the long tradition of
marine explorations and the geographical tradition.
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